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0 of 0 review helpful Golf s Red Zone Challenge By kevin sparks This book is a must to have I am using this book at 
Golf Academy of America As soon as i was introduced to this book it was a game changer for the short game This 
book is full of great tips and drills to help improve your chipping pitching bunkers and putting Their system has a 
system to evaluate your progress and gives a pretty accurate handicap index Detailing a program that has been proven 
to provide results and significantly improve a golfer s game from within 100 yards of the hole this revised edition 
includes added features enhancing the ground breaking instruction that motivates golfers to practice their short game 
and produces measurable results The new version of Golf s Red Zone Challenge includes a revised and expanded 
version of one of the easiest to f About the Author Charlie King is recognized by GOLF Magazine as one of America s 
top 100 golf instructors He is currently the director of instruction at Reynolds Plantation where he runs the Essential 
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